MECHANICAL WORK
Faster, easier and safer with Bauer Built’s readiness mechanical fleet services.
COMMERCIAL TRUCK ALIGNMENTS

Since delays cost money, regularly schedule mechanical services
help to eliminate expensive downtime. Consequently, our
mechanics and maintenance technicians’ goals are to make your
fleet readiness faster, easier and safer and to turn downtime into
uptime. Ultimately, fleets undergoing regular mechanical services
may see reduced expenses and increased profit margins.

A vehicle that is properly aligned will wear evenly across all tires
for better engine and fuel performance. It also prevents premature
wear on suspension parts, saving time and money on more
expensive maintenance interventions. Proper alignment also
reduces driver fatigue from fighting the constant correction of the
steering assembly and ensures the safety of all motorists sharing
the road.

Our skilled technicians and mechanics are ready to provide detailed
inspections and vital repairs focusing on the following critical
areas to keep your fleet rolling.

REQUIRED INSPECTIONS

SUSPENSION WORK

Includes Federal Highway Administration inspections, alignments
and Compliance, Safety, Accountability inspections.

This include repair and replacement of tie-rod ends, shocks, leaf
springs and u-bolts, pivot bushings and air ride systems to include
alignment services.

BRAKE WORK
Includes repair and replacement
for brake shoes, slack adjusters,
brake chambers, s-cams and
bushings and air brake systems.

WHEEL END WORK
Includes repair and replacement
of kingpins, wheel seals, wheel bearings
and hub caps.

GENERAL REPAIR WORK
Includes installation and servicing of mud flap
issues, battery problems, windshield wipers
and headlamps and light problems.
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Offers Commercial Mechanical Services
Offers Mobile Mechanical Services

In many major markets across the Midwest,
Bauer Built offers nearby mobile mechanical
repairs. When your truck is away from the yard,
we’ll send our qualified team and mobile units
to where the work is needed and provide many
of the same services you’d receive in-bay.

Offers 24/7 Mobile Mechanical Services

FIND US ONLINE @ BAUERBUILT.COM

